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Embracing the ephemeral: lost and recovered video artworks by Elaine Shemilt 
from the 70s and 80s

This article explores Elaine Shemilt’s video artworks from the Seventies and early Eighties. Generally 
known as a printmaker, Shemilt started to use video in 1974 as part of her installation and performance 
work.  Shemilt aimed to use video – a relatively new medium at the time – as a performative element wi-
thin her installations. Since that time, her artistic practice has conveyed feminist themes as well as the 
re-elaboration of intimate and personal experiences.
She destroyed her Seventies videotapes in 1984, considering those tapes as part of ephemeral instal-
lations. Photographs taken during the shootings and series of prints are the final artwork from those 
projects and act today as the remaining existing documentation of those videos.
Only two of Shemilt’s videotapes from the early Eighties, Doppelgänger and Women Soldiers, are today 
available. They were both remastered during the Arts and Humanities Research Council funded project 
Rewind in 2011.
This article, based on documents, existing videos and interviews collected during the Arts and Humani-
ties Research Council funded project EWVA ‘European Women’s Video Art from the 70s and 80s’, discus-
ses and retraces Shemilt’s early video artworks.

1. An overview of Elaine Shemilt’s early video artworks

Elaine Shemilt is a world renowned print maker. Her works, including her prints and 
engravings, have been shown internationally and documented in exhibition catalogues 
and books.1 

Nonetheless, little is known about her experimentation and work in the realm of ar-
tist’s video and film of the Seventies and early Eighties. This is partially due to the fact 
that the artist destroyed her video and film works before moving to Scotland in 1984 
but it can be seen as part of a more general marginalization of the work of women in the 
history of artists’ video.2

The analysis contained in this article is supported by a literary review of existing cri-
tical writings, and artists’ documents and interviews collected during the AHRC funded 
research project ‘EWVA European Women’s Video Art from the 70s and 80s’.3 

At the time, several women artists perceived video «as an obvious medium with which 
to dismantle stereotypical representation and assert the political, psychic and aesthetic 
evolution of women’s newly raised consciousness».4 

Commenting on this feminist approach to video, Shemilt explains that «video offered 
the possibility of addressing new scales and contexts at a time when artists were reco-
gnising social change and they were also trying to break down barriers within the disci-
plines of making art e.g. sculpture and painting».5 

The videotape, as a low tech technology, could be seen as part of what has been de-
scribed by Gianni Romano as women artists’ experimentation with low tech apparatus, 
as opposed to the high tech one (such as 16mm) that «produces constrictive dynamics of 
representation that many women artists try to subvert»6.

In particular Shemilt explains, in her practice, that «grainy grey quality of video 
reflected well in the kind of prints I was making. I wanted something that was low tech 
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(similar to the prints that were created on not very expensive paper). I wanted to convey 
a newspaper effect or in the case of the videos – a newsreel effect».7 

Furthermore, video allowed for an intimacy and simplicity: the artist could videotape 
their performances in a private space, without having to actually face an audience. This 
was important in those days when women were often breaking new ground. They were 
usually demonstrating their need to be treated with respect both as women and as se-
rious artists. 

Video did not require a large crew (usually necessary when shooting celluloid film).
The technical ease of using the Sony video portapak allowed women artists to retain 

autonomy over the craft of making their art works. Those women who wanted to record 
performances that included their own nudity to demonstrate personal and sensitive is-
sues were also freed up to do so in the privacy of a studio, either alone or with only one 
other person.

Shemilt began to use video in 1974 as a student at Winchester College of Art, with a 
Sony Rover Portapak. Before that, she had already been using 35 mm black and white 
photography to record and document her performances and installations. 

Unfortunately, before 1984, when Shemilt moved from England to Scotland, the artist 
destroyed the masters – and only existing copies – of her Seventies video artworks. Today 
the photographs, drawings and prints remain as traces of them. 

In fact, Shemilt considered those video as «artefacts» and «to be a part of the rest of 
the installation, which of course I dismantled after the exhibition or event and eventually 
destroyed» as the installation was intended to be «temporary».8 

The artist considered the derived prints and engravings as the final artwork.
When questioned about the possible influences on this process, and in particular re-

garding Lucy Lippard’s famous Six Years: The Dematerialization of the Art Object from 1966 
to 1972,9 she explains that that came only later for her and she perceived it as a confirma-
tion of her approach.10 

Another reason that led the artist to 
discard her videotapes was the aggres-
sive opposition by male critics she had 
to face that led her to consider her early 
video work to be not as valuable as docu-
mentation shows it was. 

On the relative loss of women’s video 
artworks, Stephen Partridge has also no-
ted: «male video-artists were cautious 
about discarding elements or fragmen-
ts of their works. Most women artists 
stayed rigidly true to their principles and 
the works have become lost – “without a 
trace”». Partridge continues: «The catalo-
gue from the earliest exhibition, The Vi-
deo Show at the Serpentine in 1975 is re-
vealing. On her catalogue page the film-
maker Lis Rhodes describes a film/video 
work which was made up of two seven 
minute companion works, respectively a 
16mm film and a videotape which were Elaine Shemilt, iamdead, 1974, photograph from the set. Courtesy 

of the artist
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related through a synthesis of the optical sound track. Similarly Susan Hiller, Elaine She-
milt and Alexandra Meigh also describe a number of works, long since lost».11 

Shemilt has described her first video iamdead (1974) as «an expression of personal in-
sight into the influence of death».12 Photographs, taken during the videoing of the perfor-
mance, exist as remaining documentation from this videotape. Prints derived from this 
video performance circulated and were showed as autonomous works. From Shemilt’s 
description and these images, it is clear that the video was divided in two performative 
sequences: the first shot in her home garden, with Shemilt in a gown and shrouded in a 
veil, manipulating a Perspex human figure within an installation composed by several 
elements including a ladder and a stool; the second was a performance by the artist, na-
ked, shot in the house cellar.

The work was a re-elaboration of her personal experience of being raised in Belfast du-
ring a period of violence and terror. In 1971 she had left her home in Northern Ireland and 
moved to England but three years after that her grandmother had died leaving her bereft.

Talking about the piece, she explains «I performed in front of the camera, but as an 
anonymous figure» and details:

I tried to abstract my feelings into something that at the time I described as «script – 
movement» i.e. a series of movements, which could be interpreted as statements. The 
question I posed was whether or not death led to absolute nothingness. The video 
was intended to highlight the confusion between life and death.13 

In Spring 1975, she made two videos: Conflict and Emotive Progression, both destroyed 
before 1984. Conflict was shot in an empty 
studio at Winchester School of Art, whe-
re the artist built an installation composed 
of various elements including an armature 
wire, a plaster cast made from a body print 
in the sand, drawings and sand on the floor, 
wall and bricks. In the video she made a per-
formance in the installation.

Photographs document the video. Shemilt 
created also a series of drawings and prints 
(lithographs and etchings) from it. Conflict, 
together with Emotive Progression and iam-
dead, was featured at The Video Show, a sem-
inal independent video festival held at Ser-
pentine Gallery, London, from the 1st to the 
25th May 1975. The Video Show included some 
of the most relevant video pioneers from all 
over the world including British artists Ian 
Breakwell, David Critchley, David Hall, Su-
san Hiller, Brian Hoey, Tamara Krikorian, 
Mike Leggett, Stephen Partridge, Lis Rhodes 
and Tony Sinden.

Referring to her notes for The Video Show Shemilt explains Conflict as such: 

Elaine Shemilt, Conflict, 1975, photograph from the set. Courtesy 
of the artist
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This film [video] was made in an effort to illustrate briefly the parody of life as a 
series of conflicts. For example the initial conflict between innocence and social con-
vention as seen in the confusion of a child. Thus the film [video] is in two movements 
as it were. In the first a figure dressed in white to symbolize life, moves through and 
explores a series of structures and objects. In the second movement the figure is 
replaced by a figure in black who wanders back through the wreckage of the structu-
res. As death she controls life until they unite into nothingness.14 

Emotive Progression, destroyed by Shemilt in 1984, also was shot at the Winchester 
School of Art. Today photographs document it. As final artwork, Shemilt derived a series 
of drawings and prints from it. The video was shot in two sequences. In the preparatory 
phase to the video, Shemilt built an installation with standing screens made of tin foil and 
paper. Then with the camera in her arms, she walked thorough these screens and then 
filmed the after effect. In this case the artist is performing simultaneously while making 
the video: the video/performance is the result of her actions with the camera.

The second sequence documented another installation with a wire human shaped 
sculpture. 

In the notes for The Video Show, Shemilt points out that «The final effect is primarily 
intended to be an aspect of my sculpture but in such a way that involves movement and 
sound». The video allows the artist to give a performative quality to her sculptures. 

As mentioned before video was part of a more complex installation/sculpture and as 
part of it was later destroyed. Its ephemeral quality was that of the installation itself.

Shemilt recalls visiting The Video Show with the enthusiasm of being part of the expe-
rimentation with the new medium but it left her with sense of isolation, of not being part 
of that «video community». As she explains: 

I remember wandering around and thinking that in this exhibition my videos were 
well crafted and contained interesting imagery, but wondering whether my particu-
lar use of video was appropriate in this sort of context. I certainly left and went back 
to Winchester feeling rather isolated rather than being a part of a movement. I think 
this may also be why I didn’t place too much value on the video works without the 
installation.

So after this experience, she focused her practice more on the prints and photography 
even though she continued to use video as part of the ephemeral installation.

In 1976, before taking up a Postgraduate at the Royal College of Art, Shemilt made the 
video performance Art into Protest. This video was shot at the Winchester School of Art. 
It was also destroyed in 1984 but a sequence of photographs and a series of lithographs 
and etchings document the artwork. The piece opened with a brick wall with a body form 
made of chalk with crosses on the hands and head (like targets), and then Shemilt ap-
pears naked and fills that silhouette. As the video proceeded, her figure was gradually 
obliterated and in the last part polythene is the only thing that remains.

In early 1976 Shemilt also made a 16 mm film for the upcoming Degree Show at Win-
chester School of Art. The only copy of the work was lost after it was sent for a screening 
at the Film Museum in Copenhagen in the ambit of the International Festival of Women 
Artists in 1980. The film recorded a performance: in the first scene Shemilt was under 
polythene breathing; in the following sequence she built an installation made of pictures 
of parts of the body that were hanged at wires and soft sculptures with pieces of bodies 
printed on.
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Expanding on the difference between film and video in her practice, Shemilt explains: 

I kept a clear distinction between the two [video and film]. The 16mm film that I 
made in 1976 was «stand alone» because it was edited and crafted as an art object 
within it’s own right. 
The videos of that period were intended to be seen as a performance within the con-
text of an installation.15 

Two years after that, in 1978, Shemilt made Constraint, a video performance in which 
the artist manipulates and deforms her own body and face with polythene and tape, cre-
ating a living sculpture. Only photographs document that video artwork.

In 1979, she was selected for inclusion in the Annual Hayward by her friend and fellow 
artist Helen Chadwick. On this occasion Shemilt made an installation entitled Ancient De-
ath Ritual, beside which slide images in a carousel changed every minute. 

2. Doppelgänger and Women Soldiers: Shemilt’s experimentation with video in the 
early 80s

From 1979 to 1981, Shemilt was in a residency at South Hill Park Art Centre, where, – 
as she recalls – there were available well-equipped video facilities. In that context after a 
three years break from video, and thanks to an award from Southern Arts, she elaborated 
Doppelgänger, one of the two still existing videotapes from her early production. It was 
finally recovered and digitised by the AHRC funded research project Rewind16 in 2011.

Doppelgänger17 is a video 
performance in which the ar-
tist manipulates her body and 
her image into creating a phan-
tasmal double of herself.  

In the opening scene, She-
milt faces the camera and, 
dressed very simply, proceeds 
to take a sit in front of a mirror.  
In front of her reflected image, 
she starts to put some founda-
tion on her face with very sharp 
and almost rough movements. 
The voice in the background 

evokes the topic of the double personality through some medical notes on schizophrenia.
As Shemilt continues in the application of the product, her face becomes more and more 

similar to a theatrical mask. Suddenly she drops the foundation, takes a black drawing 
pen and starts sketching a self-portrait on the mirror. The artist’s doppelgänger is so cre-
ated and seems to constitute a part or an extension of herself: she continues to modify its 
image, mimicking with her face the gestures of applying lipstick. She continues to move 
in front of the mirror as she checks the result on herself. 

Twice during her performance the sequence is interrupted by multi-layered images of 
the face of the artist, of her naked body or parts of it, to create a sense of multiple person-
alities and a window to her inner self in contrast with her public image. 

Elaine Shemilt, Doppelgänger, 1979-81, still from video. Courtesy of the artist
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The sequence closes with the mirror and the doppelgänger: the presence of the artist 
has been finally replaced.

The double and the mirror were seminal features in early video artworks.18 This com-
mon element can probably be partly explained with the instant feedback that video pro-
vided. The artist could ‘reflect’ him or herself in the mirror of the video monitor while 
videotaping and could re-watch the recorded piece immediately after it was videotaped. 
Instant feedback created an instant double of the artist, influencing his or her behaviour19 
and empowered him or her with a sense of control of the medium as he or she could check 
constantly for example the framing. The possibility of re-recording on the same tape gave 
also the possibility of creating phantasmatic ‘doubles’ in the video. The metaphor of the 
mirror was widely employed by art historians and critics. In Italy art historian Renato 
Barilli defined video recording as a «clear and trustworthy mirror of the action» in his 
seminal essay Video recording a Bologna (1970).20 ‘Video as a mirror’ was one of the three 
ways of the artistic use of video for Wulf Herzogenrath (1977).21

 In her seminal essay Video: The Aesthetics of Narcissism from 1976, Rosalind Krauss 
points out that «unlike the visual arts, video is capable of recording and transmitting at 
the same time – producing instant feedback. The body [the human body] is therefore, as it 
were, centered between two machines that are the opening and closing of a parenthesis. 
The first of these is the camera; the second is the monitor, which re-projects the perform-
er’s image with the immediacy of a mirror».22 Starting from the analysis of Vito Acconci’ 
Centers, Krauss identifies three elements (monitor, camera, artist’s body) that create a 
narcissist loop. She even questions if video in general can be considered as narcissist 
(even if towards the end of the essay she takes a step back on this suggesting three cat-
egories of video art that contradict this thesis). For her psychoanalytical interpretation, 
Krauss refers to both Freud’s theory of narcissism (the change of the object-libido into the 
ego-libido) and Lacan’s stages’ theory. 

Krauss’ seminal interpretation has been challenged and debated in the following de-
cades.

Michael Rush challenged this interpretation suggesting very interestingly that Acconci 
in Centers is not pointing to himself but to «”us”, the audience, drawing the viewer into the 
art process».23 

Furthermore, in her book Sexy Lies in Videotapes (2003), Anja Osswald has also pointed 
out how Krauss is missing a fundamental point in her argument: as the video doesn’t re-
lay images in reverse as a reflecting mirror does, the outside viewer, and so the category 
of the Other, can’t be expunged from the context. So for, video (the ‘electronic mirror’) is 
«rather the reflection of the self reflection».24 The artist with an almost documentaristic 
approach would become nothing more than an ‘empty container’. That would be corrob-
orated by the fact that only a few videos, among those analysed by Osswald, employ the 
term self-portrait in the title. Although Krauss and Osswald don’t agree on the narcis-
sist connotation of these early video performances employing the artist’s body, they both 
agree that video plays as a ‘psychological tool’. It is video artist Hermine Freed on the oth-
er hand that in 1976 pointed out that artists used their own body because this enhanced 
a sense of control and to have the possibility to work alone.25

In the first instants of Doppelgänger, Shemilt addresses the audience directly facing 
the camera that closes up on her eyes, initiating a dialogue with them. Then she turns her 
back to the camera and so the viewer. There is a mute dialogue between the artist and her 
reflection, a sort of closed loop between herself and her image. The mirror is the medium 
through which the viewer can experience the artist performing in full.
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The audience is no longer part of this ‘conversation’ and stares at the artist at work, 
evoking the traditional painter’s practice and the common use of mirrors for self-por-
traits.26

Little by little a new element emerge: the drawing, the portrait, the double. And this is 
addressing the viewer directly with its big eyes. It is the gesture of the artist, the act of 
drawing, that re-starts the communication with the audience. Video as a time based me-
dium allows the artist to show the genesis of that image, the process of its making and the 
gesture of the artist as part of it. The continuous mix between the action of the drawing 
(mirror set) and the images of the artist (her face that sometimes ‘looks’ to audience and 
her naked body manipulated) creates a stratification of layers that open windows in her 
inner life, in what lies under the image, under the surface. 

At the end of the video, the doppelgänger is finally facing the audience with its phan-
tasmatic presence: it has replaced the artist in this dialogue. So what we perceive as the 
viewer is the artist that uses the video and the mirror27 as a tool for introspection. Video 
is not a mere instrument of recording this psychological research but of communicating 
this introspection to the audience. In this way the artist escapes the risk of narcissism 
contained in the mirror set and if even partially in the performance to the camera itself.

In this sense, Doppelgänger is not the simple documentation of a performance but a 
performance made for the VTR. It’s a video art work with its own autonomy, which ex-
plores video as a medium and its nature in a very distinguished way: it can be fully as-
cribed to the genre that Luciano Giaccari in Italy named «videoperformance».28

It is also interesting to notice that several early women artists’ video artworks shared 
similar imagery and common features and themes, sometimes even if the artists did not 
have a direct contact between each other. This aspect can be especially traced in women 
artists who were addressing feminist issues, even if not involved in collectives or conside-
ring themselves as feminists. Of course this can be also directly linked to the specificities 
of video as recently acquired medium that at the time artists were interested to experi-
ment.

This fil rouge has not yet been fully investigated at a European level and a comparative 
analysis of works and practice would be, in my opinion, highly beneficial.

In Video: The Aesthetics of Narcissism, Krauss described only American videos that in-
clude double images and mirrors, but similar examples can be found in Europe as well.29 
These include: Oiccheps (1976) and Il tempo consuma (1978-79) by Michele Sambin, Tri-
alogue (1977) by David Critchley, Senza titolo (Mirror) by Goran Trbuljak, Video As No 
Video by Luigi Viola (1978) and many others. In Italy for example, Renato Barilli describes 
an early piece by Michelangelo Pistoletto, entitled Riflessioni, produced for the seminal 
exhibition Gennaio 70 (1970). This artwork, as all the videos from the same exhibition, 
was lost but from Barilli’s description we can learn it included the use of a mirror and 
doubles.30

Several women artists engaging feminist themes also used mirrors and doubles in 
a very distinguished way to specifically engage issues of self-representation and body 
image. Several strategies employed by women artists to include their own body in their 
videos but avoiding the objectification of it by the male gaze,31 have been pointed out by 
theorists and scholars. These for example include dismantled body parts, extreme clo-
se-ups, distancing the body in the background32 or the image of the artist on a monitor.33

In her videos, Shemilt employs several approaches to remediate female body image 
and the use of doubles is one of these. Shemilt started including ‘doubles’ of her body, in 
form of puppets and casts, in her videos in 1974-75. Before that the artist, who trained as 
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a sculptor, was already using these props in installations. From her point of view, video 
provided a feasible opportunity of including both these doubles (puppets, body casts) and 
herself in the artwork. In Shemilt’s videos, puppets are dehumanised representations of 
the artists’ body that can be manipulated in the performance to camera (in iamdead for 
example). 

Casts are an indexical trace of the artist body that substitute the artist (as for example 
in Conflict). In Doppelgänger the drawing of the double plays a similar role as a substitute 
of the artist and her reflection. In Doppelgänger Shemilt’s naked body is also remediated 
in several ways: it becomes a screen of projections, which create multiple layers, is pre-
sented as dismantled in parts or as X-rays.

Examining European women’s video artworks from late 70s and early 80s, the use 
of the mirror can be found in Tamara Krikorian’s Vanitas (1977), in which the artist is 
shown near a mirror which reflects a still life on a table and TV monitor in which some 
TV broadcast is interrupted many times by images of Krikorian – near a mirror which re-
flects once again the artist and the still life – who narrates her research about the vanitas 
and the artist’s portrait in art history, inspired by the painting An Allegory of Justice and 
Vanity by Nicolas Tournier (Oxford, Ashmolean Museum). Quoting the artist, this video is 
a «self-portrait of the artist and at the same time an allegory of the ephemeral nature of 
television».34

A significant use of the mirror by a feminist artist can be found also in Gina Pane’s vi-
deo Psyche (1974): at the beginning of the video Pane is reflecting herself in a mirror and 
draws an image of her face on it, and then cuts her skin, under her eyebrow with a razor. 
Later the performance continues with the artist cutting herself, licking her breast and 
playing tennis. In this case as well, the mirror is employed as a tool for introspection (the 
soul, the psyche).

Another interesting use of mirror is to be found in Etre blonde c’est la perfection (1980) 
by Hungarian-Swiss video artist Klara Kuchta. In the video, Kuchta seats in front a mirror 
and combs her hair while a female voice repeats how happiness is linked to being blond. 

Hair is a recurring motive of 
Kuchta’s work since 1975. The 
narcissist relationship be-
tween the artist and the mir-
ror is not ceased even when 
she breaks the mirror into 
pieces. The voice becomes lit-
tle by little distorted and fi-
nally repeats «La beauté des 
cheveux c’est sa blondeur, être 
blonde c’est la perfection».35 
With the friction between the 
image and the voice the art-
ist addresses the stereotypes 
linked to women’s beauty.

Dismantled body parts are 
used by Federica Marangoni’s performance The Box of Life (1979, originally shot in 16mm, 
later transferred to video),36 where the artist melts these pieces of a wax double of her 
body with a blowtorch. As in Shemilt’s video artworks, Marangoni’s doubles are manipu-
lated demiurgically by the artist with her own hands.

Federica Marangoni, La vita è tempo e memoria del tempo/Life is Time and Memory 
of Time, 1980, installation view. Courtesy of the artist
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Doubles are recurring theme 
also in Marangoni’s multimedia 
installation La vita è tempo e me-
moria del tempo/Life is Time and 
Memory of Time (1980),37 which 
includes the artist’s silhouette and 
wax body parts, which once more 
are melted by an electrically hea-
ted table.

The double through the draw-
ing is also an important feature of 
Anna Valeria Borsari’s Autoritrat-
to in una stanza, documentario/
Self-portrait in a room, documenta-
ry (1977). 

 In the video performance Bor-
sari is confined in a room with a 
photo and a video camera and explores her inner self and her body in relationship with 
the confined space. Her voice guides the audience in this personal intimate journey.38 

Borsari’s performance was held in room at Galleria del Cavallino, «that stayed intact 
and opened to the public during the entire day».39

Last but not least in our analysis of Doppelgänger, one can not forget to mention Sig-
mund Freud’ s Unheimlich/The Uncanny from 1919, which was originated by a study by 
Otto Rank entitled Doppelgänger. In his study Freud explains: «These themes [of uncan-
niness] are all concerned with the idea of a “double” in every shape and degree, with per-
sons, therefore, who are to be considered identical by reason of looking alike».40 A source 
of «uncanny» are the «wax work figures»41 and dismantled body parts,42 both present in 
Shemilt and Marangoni’s early videos. Freud links the uncanny feeling of the «double» to 
the repressed (and then re-emerged) infantile narcissism for which the double can insure 
immortality. This is interesting as death and the precarious status of the Humankind are 
motifs shared by both Marangoni and Shemilt’s video pieces, in which both manipulate 
these doubles creating them or destroying them. 

Without pursuing this parallel too far and trying not to give a psychoanalytical inter-
pretation to these early works, anyway Freud’s The Uncanny still provide relevant food 
for thought and suggestions for these videos’ analysis.

In 1984 Shemilt made Women Soldiers: this video too was recovered by Rewind in 
2011. The tape features a series of pictures of women soldiers mixed with photographs of 
Shemilt’s performances and images from beauty products’ advertisements. In the photo-
graphs Shemilt applies a white cream to her face and other she is tied to a chair by strips 
of film/video tape. The sound is composed of two traces: the first describes rules to apply 
and work in a military job as a women; the second features advices for women on how 
to rejuvenate the skin. In the piece so the artist addresses the contrast and contradiction 
with which the society perceives women’s social role and image.

Make up, for example, is another common feature in women artists’ video and perfor-
mance which address feminist issues. Beside Shemilt’s Doppelgänger and Women Soldiers, 
it can be found as for example in Sanja Iveković’s Make up - Make down (1976) and Instruc-
tions N.1 (1976-1978).43 It is also central in Representational Painting (1971) by American 
feminist video artist Eleonor Antin.

Anna Valeria Borsari, Autoritratto in una stanza, documentario/Self-portrait 
in a room, documentary, 1977, still from video. Courtesy of the artist & Ar-
chivio Cavallino, Venice
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Women Soldiers was the last video 
made by Shemilt in the Eighties. Later 
on she dedicated herself mainly to her 
printmaking practice. But in 1999 in 
collaboration with Stephen Partridge, 
Shemilt made Chimera, a four channel 
video installation that includes seve-
ral images from her performances and 
installation Seventies and early Ei-
ghties work. Chimera helps to retrace 
and contextualize Shemilt’s feminist 
work and her critical use of women’s 
body. Later, in the 2000s, Shemilt has 
used video in several occasions, crea-
ting autonomous works.

In conclusion, Shemilt’s early video 
work (and its destruction) constitutes a significant case study on early women artists’ 
video art, testifying a different use and approach to the medium (compared to the con-
temporary male video artists and other women artists), a different idea of durée, docu-
mentation and future. It shows how video was instrumental to engage feminist themes, 
and how women artists’ contribution was marginalised or even disappeared in the hi-
stories of early video art. Only future research with the support of women artists will 
open up the possibility of recovering women artists’ experimentation otherwise lost to 
knowledge.

*This article could have not been possible without the support and help of Elaine Shemilt, Stephen 
Partridge, Federica Marangoni, Anna Valeria Borsari, Cinzia Cremona, Annalise Jarvis Hansen, Antonella 
Sbrilli and Adam Lockhart. I would like also to thank Angelica Cardazzo and Archivio Cavallino for the 
help and support.
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